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Safety Verification

• Safety = program “does not go wrong”

• Examples: numeric operations / overflow; 
array bounds; memory accesses in general

• One approach is software model checking, possibly 
combined with sophisticated program analyses 
(SLAM, BLAST, …)



The Jessie Approach

• Deductive method, based on logical reasoning

• In particular based on verification conditions 
(VCs, formulæ of first-order logic)

• If all VCs are valid, then the program is safe

• Approach is of course static and considers all 
possible executions



The Jessie Approach

• Step 1:
from a source program, Jessie generates a set of VCs

• Step 2: 
for each VC, invoke a proof tool to try to prove its 
validity or otherwise

• If all VCs are proved successfully, then the program is 
safe

• Different proof tools may be used, as a consequence 
of the use of the underlying WHY VCGen



(image taken from Jessie plugin tutorial)



int partition (int A[], int p, int r) 
{ 
  int x = A[r]; 
  int tmp, j, i = p-1; 

  for(j=p; j<r; j++) 
    if (A[j] <= x) { 
      i++; 
      tmp = A[i];
      A[i] = A[j];
      A[j] = tmp;
    } 
  tmp = A[i+1];
  A[i+1] = A[r];
  A[r] = tmp;
  return i+1; 
}

File partition_init.c



> frama-c -jessie-analysis partition.c

> frama-c -jessie-analysis -jessie-atp ergo partition.c

> frama-c -jessie-analysis -jessie-atp cvc3 partition.c

Default automatic prover used: simplify

Other provers can be used with -jessie-atp

Invoking Jessie
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Parsing
[preprocessing] 
running gcc -C -E -I. -include /usr/local/share/frama-
        c/jessie/jessie_prolog.h -dD partition_init.c
Cleaning unused parts
Symbolic link
Starting semantical analysis
Starting Jessie translation
Producing Jessie files in subdir partition_init.jessie
File partition_init.jessie/partition_init.jc written.
File partition_init.jessie/partition_init.cloc written.
Calling Jessie tool in subdir partition_init.jessie
Generating Why function partition
Calling VCs generator.
why -simplify [...] why/partition_init.why



Running Simplify on proof obligations
(. = valid * = invalid ? = unknown # = timeout ! = 
failure)
simplify/partition_init_why.sx: ???.?..???.....???.. 
(10/0/10/0/0)
total   :  20
valid   :  10 ( 50%)
invalid :   0 (  0%)
unknown :  10 ( 50%)
timeout :   0 (  0%)
failure :   0 (  0%)
total wallclock time : 16.33 sec
total CPU time       : 15.14 sec
valid VCs:
    average CPU time : 0.69
    max CPU time     : 0.71
invalid VCs:
    average CPU time : nan
    max CPU time     : 0.00



Outcome for Each VC

• Valid    

• Invalid (e.g. counter-example found)

• Unknown 
(tool says “I cannot prove validity or otherwise”)

• Timeout

• Failure 
(communication between Jessie and proof tool fails)



First-order Logic

• A decision problem is semi-decidable if there exists a 
procedure that, given an input,

- halts and answers “yes” iff “yes” is the correct answer 

- If “no” is the correct answer, it either 
halts and answers “no”
or, does not halt if “no” is the correct answer 

• The procedure is only guaranteed to halt if the correct 
answer is “yes”      (thus it is not decidable). 

• The decision problem of validity in first-order logic is 
semi-decidable. 



The Multi-prover approach

• The undecidable nature of program verification makes it 
suitable to a multi-prover approach, as implemented by 
Jessie’s underlying VCGen

- Try to discharge each VC with an automatic theorem 
prover (ATP). 

- For those that cannot be shown to be valid or invalid 
automatically, use an interactive proof assistant (IPA). 

• Note that “semi-decidable” does not mean the ATPs will 
always answer (in reasonable time) YES for all valid VCs! 



:formula
  ;; File "/Users/pinto/Documents/WHY/Book Examples/Frama-c/Partition-safety/partition_safety.c", 
line 11, characters 21-27
  (not
  (forall (?A c_unsorted)
  (forall (?p Int)
  (forall (?r Int)
  (forall (?int_P_A_20_alloc_table c_unsorted)
  (forall (?int_P_int_M_A_20 c_unsorted)
  (implies
  (and (= c_Boolean_true c_Boolean_true)
  (and (<= 0 ?p)
  (and (<= ?p ?r)
  (and
  (<= (offset_min
      (c_sort (alloc_table int_P) ?int_P_A_20_alloc_table) (c_sort
                                                           (pointer int_P) ?A)) ?p)
  (>= (offset_max
      (c_sort (alloc_table int_P) ?int_P_A_20_alloc_table) (c_sort
                                                           (pointer int_P) ?A)) ?r)))))
  (forall (?result c_unsorted)
  (implies
  (= (c_sort c_int ?result)
  (c_sort
  c_int (smtlib__select
        (c_sort (memory int_P c_int) ?int_P_int_M_A_20) (c_sort
                                                        (pointer int_P) 
                                                        (shift
                                                        (c_sort
                                                        (pointer int_P) ?A) ?r)))))
  (forall (?x Int)
  (implies (= (c_sort c_int (int2u ?x)) (c_sort c_int ?result))
  (forall (?i_27 Int)
  (implies (= (c_sort c_int (int2u ?i_27)) (c_sort c_int (int2u (- ?p 1))))
  (forall (?j_3 Int)
  (implies (= (c_sort c_int (int2u ?j_3)) (c_sort c_int (int2u ?p)))
  (<= ?p ?j_3))))))))))))))))

File partition_safety_why.smt (small extract!)



(* Why obligation from file "/Users/pinto/Documents/WHY/Book Examples/
Frama-c/Partition-safety/partition_safety.c", line 11, characters 21-27: *)
(*Why goal*) Lemma partition_ensures_default_po_1 : 
  forall (A: (pointer int_P)),
  forall (p: Z),
  forall (r: Z),
  forall (int_P_A_20_alloc_table: (alloc_table int_P)),
  forall (int_P_int_M_A_20: (memory int_P Z)),
  forall (HW_1: true = true /\
                (* JC_11 *) ((* JC_7 *) 0 <= p /\ (* JC_8 *) p <= r /\
                (* JC_9 *) (offset_min int_P_A_20_alloc_table A) <= p /\
                (* JC_10 *) (offset_max int_P_A_20_alloc_table A) >= r)),
  forall (result: Z),
  forall (HW_8: result = (select int_P_int_M_A_20 (shift A r))),
  forall (x: Z),
  forall (HW_9: x = result),
  forall (i_27: Z),
  forall (HW_10: i_27 = (p - 1)),
  forall (j_3: Z),
  forall (HW_11: j_3 = p),
  (* JC_42 *) (* JC_38 *) (* JC_38 *) p <= j_3.
Proof.
intuition.
(* FILL PROOF HERE *)
Save.

File partition_safety_why.v (small extract!)



Back to Our Example

• Try the Why GUI:

• Jessie safety analysis includes

- memory safety 

- integer safety

• 10 unknown VCs include 

- pointer dereferencing 

- arithmetic overflow

DEMO

> frama-c -jessie-analysis -jessie-gui partition.c



ACSL

• ANSI-C specification language. Inspired by, but 
different from, JML  (C ≠ Java!) 

• Object-oriented features absent (inheritance...)

• C has no support for memory safety or exceptions 
(for instance two C arrays may overlap!)

• Dynamic checking in C is hard to implement.  
ACSL is tailored for static checking and deductive 
verification



/*@ requires 0 <= p <= r && \valid_range(A,p,r);
  @*/
int partition (int A[], int p, int r) 
{ 
…
…
…

}

Adding Preconditions

• Function partition assumes adequate allocation of array 
A between indices p and r

• 7  unknown VCs remain



/*@ loop invariant p <= j <= r && p-1 <= i < j;
  @*/
for(j=p; j<r; j++) 
  if (A[j] <= x) { 

i++; 
…

  } 

Adding Loop Invariants

• All 7 unknown VCs located inside loop or after loop

• This pinpoints a classic difficulty of deductive 
verification: reasoning about loops

• We add a loop invariant!



/*@ loop invariant p <= j <= r && p-1 <= i < r;
  @*/
for(j=p; j<r; j++) 
  if (A[j] <= x) { 

i++;
…

  } 

Adding Loop Invariants

• Invariants may be tricky

• The weaker invariant shown below is not proved 
automatically (but still allows safety to be proved)

• With  i <= r it cannot be proved nor can safety



/*@ loop variant  (r-j);
  @*/
for(j=p; j<r; j++) 
  if (A[j] <= x) { 

i++;
…

  } 

Proving Termination

• Program termination is in general undecidable!

• Jessie does not generate VCs for termination, but loop 
variants may be added to programs

• In this case variant init. and decrease VCs are generated 
for checking termination of every loop with a variant



Function Calls

/*@ requires \valid_index(t,i) &&
  @          \valid_index(t,j);
  @*/
void swap(int t[],int i,int j) {
  int tmp = t[i];
  t[i] = t[j];
  t[j] = tmp;
}

• Partition may use an auxiliary function swap

• Swap requires memory safety of two array positions

File partition_swap_safety.c



File partition_swap_safety.c

/*@ requires 0 <= p <= r && \valid_range(A,p,r);
  @*/
int partition (int A[], int p, int r) 
{ 
  int x = A[r]; 
  int tmp, j, i = p-1; 

  /*@ loop invariant p <= j <= r && p-1 <= i < j;
    @ loop variant (r-j);
    @*/
  for (j=p; j<r; j++) 
    if (A[j] <= x) { 
      i++; 
      swap(A,i,j);
    } 
  swap(A,i+1,r);
  return i+1; 
}



• Since partition calls swap, it has to guarantee the 
validity of the latter’s precondition

• This generates VCs labeled preconditions for user call 
for the partition function

• In the current example the validity of swap’s 
preconditions results from partition’s \valid_range 
precondition, and from the loop invariant that 
bounds the values of i and j. 

• If we break this, one of the VCs of partition will not 
be proved.



/*@ requires 0 <= p <= r && \valid_range(A,p,r);
  @*/
int partition (int A[], int p, int r) 
{ 
  int x = A[r]; 
  int tmp, j, i = p-1; 

  /*@ loop invariant p <= j <= r && p-1 <= i < j;
    @ loop variant (r-j);
    @*/
  for (j=p; j<r; j++) 
    if (A[j] <= x) { 
      i++; 
      swap(A,i,j+100);
    } 
  swap(A,i+1,r);
  return i+1; 
}



• Modular verification: swap is still verified without 
problems; the unproved VC pertains to partition

•  Preconditions establish contracts between functions:  

- To prove safety of the execution of partition, 
the safety of swap may be assumed

- As long as certain conditions are ensured 
immediately before the call to swap



void swap(int t[],int i,int j) {
  t[i] += t[j];
  t[j] = t[i]-t[j];
  t[i] -= t[j];
}

Integer Overflow

• This alternative version of swap in unsafe

• Two VCs left unproved

• If one doesn’t care about this kind of safety checking:

> frama-c -jessie-analysis -jessie-int-model exact …



Postconditions

/*@ requires 0 <= p <= r && \valid_range(A,p,r);
  @*/
int partition (int A[], int p, int r) 
{ 
  pv = pivotf(p,r); 
  x = A[pv]; A[pv] = A[r]; A [r] = x;

  /*@ loop invariant p <= j <= r && p-1 <= i < j;
    @*/
  for (j=p; j<r; j++) 
  …
}

• Two pointer dereferencing VCs left unproved 

File partition_swap_pivotf_init.c



Functional Properties

/*@ requires 0 <= p <= r; 
  @ ensures p <= \result <= r;
  @*/
int pivotf(int p, int r);

• This requires writing a contract for pivotf, 
which must include a postcondition

• Verification of pivotf will assume the truth of the 
precondition, and VCs will be generated to grant the 
truth of the postcondition

• Safety checking of partition assumes the validity of 
this contract



Behaviours

• Partition safety

• Partition default behaviour

- loop invariants (initialisation, preservation)

- variant decrease

- preconditions for user calls

•  Swap safety

> frama-c -jessie-analysis -jessie-behavior safety …


